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ABSTRACT
Camera Time Warp or “CamWarp” is an extension of current reprojection techniques for video see-through augmented reality (AR), which significantly reduces the registration error between captured real-world videos and rendered virtual images. Experiment participants were asked to report discomfort while moving their head in a Fitts’ Law inspired pattern. Results suggest that CamWarp can reduce discomfort and cybersickness symptoms for all tested camera configurations. In a second experiment participants were asked to move physical objects on a projected path as quickly and precisely as possible. CamWarp had a positive effect on speed and accuracy.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—Epirical studies in HCI—Cybersickness; Human-centered computing—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented reality

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
One of the major drawbacks of today’s video see-through (VST) head-mounted displays (HMDs) is latency between real-world video images and renderings of the virtual objects. In dynamic scenes, when the user’s head, limbs or other real-world objects move, the delay may result in significant registration errors causing discomfort, cybersickness and degraded interaction performance [1, 9]. Despite increases in camera sensor resolution and framerates, a certain amount of latency from recording to display will most likely persist. With this latency being a constant in HMDs, compensating its effects remains a necessity even when the hardware of VST HMDs advance.

Fernandes and Feiner reported a decrease in negative effects of cybersickness by partially overlaying a black ring from the outer borders to the center of the field of view [3].

Van Waveren et al. presented “Asynchronous Time Warp” (ATW) [8], ATW was a 2D transformation of the rendered image, shifting it on the horizontal and vertical axes depending on the head movement that had occurred immediately after completing the framebuffer. When ran asynchronously to the refresh rate of the HMD, the perceived frame rate of an application was increased, especially if the computer was not able to deliver the maximum frames per second that were supported by the headset by essentially interpolating frames.

Yokokohji et. al [9] implemented a predictive approach that shifts the virtual objects based on an estimation of the user’s imminent head movement. They matched the update rate of these transformations to the FPS setting of the AR cameras to reduce registration errors.

Kim et al. [4] proposed “DotWarp”, a technique that relies on an additional high frame rate infrared camera. By blending the stereo camera images with the information from the infrared camera, they achieved an improvement in the perceived registration error.

Bajura & Neumann’s [1] premise was that at the time, camera technology had a lower latency than tracking technology. They induced a latency to the video stream by buffering the actual video stream’s images. With this, they matched the latency of both technologies, resulting in a reduction of registration errors.

Davis et al. [2] introduced an AR camera stabilization algorithm that freezes the pose of the image plane until a new frame arrives from the stereo cameras. This reduced the negative effect of the discrepancy from physical camera FPS to the HMD’s refresh rate.

Orlosky et al [6] proposed to synchronize the latency of multiple AR camera systems by storing the headset’s rotational data in a queue structure each frame. By adjusting the queue length for each individual camera, they compensated the latency from image recording to delivery into the 3D engine.

2 CAMERA TIME WARP
Camera Time Warp or “CamWarp” is an extension of the works of [1,2,6]. It is a reprojection technique for VST-AR that significantly reduces the registration error between captured real-world videos and rendered virtual images. We combined the camera stabilization from [2] with the latency compensation of [6]. We induce an additional delay to the tracking system to match the camera latency, but apply it in a separate stream to the image plane that displays the camera images. We store the positional and rotational data of the HMD in a queue and update the plane’s pose when a new camera frame arrives. The resulting black border during head movements are masked with an enlarged and blurred copy of the current frame.

3 CYBERSICKNESS EXPERIMENT
The goal of this experiment is to confirm our hypothesis that CamWarp improves subjective comfort and cybersickness effects. We used ATW as baseline and compared it to CamWarp+ATW, similar to [3]. In the experiment, participants had to move their head in a Fitts’ Law and ISO 9241-inspired pattern at different speeds, while wearing an HMD with a stereo camera extension. We tested with 30, 60 and 90 FPS to have equidistant conditions while having a low baseline and the highest setting the driver supports. The resolution was set to 480p during all trials for consistency.

One of our hypotheses was that the level of discomfort would increase with higher head movement speeds. Through a short pilot study we derived a speed of 40 °/s as baseline and multiples of it with 80 and 120 °/s for medium and fast movements respectively.

24 participants (19 and 69 years old - M = 34.39, SD = 13.02) took part in the experiment. To ensure that the data of all participants is comparable, their head movement was restricted by giving them the task to gaze at a virtual red sphere which moved in a Fitts’ law inspired pattern [5] at a speed that produced the desired angular head movement. A ring of 9 white spheres was placed 1 meter away from the participant. The diameter of the ring was defined by the distance to the user and the maximum desired head turning angle of 45° from the center. The red sphere starts at the center of the ring and then proceeds to move in a zig-zag pattern [5]. The participants were told to keep the red sphere as close to the center of their FOV as possible while paying attention to the video feed.

After each trial, a panel was displayed in front of the ring that asked the participant to input their subjective level of discomfort
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caused by the trial, on a scale of 1 (no problems) to 10 (severe discomfort) [3, 7]. This is based on studies by Fernandes [3] and Rebenitsch [7], who used this value in their analysis to derive conclusions about cybersickness related symptoms. We excluded 0 from our scale because of reports of accidental inputs from initial test runs. The experiment had to be a within-subject design due to the nature of discomfort. By testing all configurations, participants could rate their experiences relative to each other.

The results show that CamWarp received better discomfort ratings compared to the baseline in all cases. We recorded the following means for CamWarp for the 30, 60 and 90 FPS settings: 3.58 (SD = 1.99), 1.69 (SD = 0.69) and 1.61 (SD = 0.58). The baseline results read: 6.58 (SD = 2.27), 2.99 (SD = 1.98) and 2.58 (SD = 1.65). We found these mean levels of discomfort for head movement speeds of 40, 80, and 120 °/s: 3.02 (SD = 0.18), 3.13 (SD = 0.19) and 3.25 (SD = 0.21). For the analysis we ran a repeated measures ANOVA test at the 5% significance level for all variables. The results show a significant influence of the technique (F[1, 23] = 48.73, p < 0.001) and a significant influence of FPS (F[1, 23] = 136.34, p < 0.001) on subjective levels of discomfort each. This corresponds to participants reporting their discomfort lowest for 90 FPS and CamWarp enabled and highest for 30 FPS and CamWarp disabled. The significant interaction effect between technique and FPS on subjective levels of discomfort (F[1, 23] = 32.56, p < 0.001) supports this.

The head movement speed condition surprisingly did not have a significant effect on discomfort (F[1, 23] = 1.23, p = 0.279). However, we found a significant interaction effect between FPS and head movement speed (F[1, 23] = 9.59, p = 0.005). Users reported their highest levels of subjective discomfort during fast head movement speeds and 30 FPS. This indicates that head movement speed has a stronger influence on comfort if the FPS setting causes discomfort by itself, having essentially a super-additive effect.

The mean for 60 FPS with the technique enabled is lower than that of the baseline 90 FPS, which suggests that it is even possible to sacrifice FPS for an increase in camera resolution. That could potentially increase the comfort even further. This suggests that there is a point at which increasing FPS has a smaller impact on comfort than increasing camera resolution, and that these parameters need to be balanced carefully to optimize user experience. Studies in VR [3] that reported a significant effect of their technique on discomfort concluded that their technique reduces cybersickness effects. Since our study showed a similar effect, this subsequently implies that our approach likewise decreases cybersickness effects.

4 User Performance Experiment

The discomfort experiment demonstrated the effectiveness of CamWarp for head movements in scenes with a static real-world environment. We therefore asked the question: Does our approach have similar beneficial effects in a real-world interaction scenario? Like the previous study, we used ATW as a baseline and compared it to CamWarp+ATW. We compared them in regards to execution speed and accuracy in hand-eye coordination tasks. Participants had to move physical objects from one shelf compartment to another through an overlaid 3D-tunnel. This experiment is inspired by the steering law, which predicts movement speed in a tunnel on a 2D-plane. It reflects scenarios like a mechanic receiving AR support during engine maintenance, a surgeon getting instructions for the steering law, which predicts movement speed in a tunnel on a 2D-plane. It reflects scenarios like a mechanic receiving AR support during engine maintenance, a surgeon getting instructions for the steering law, which predicts movement speed in a tunnel on a 2D-plane. This experiment is inspired by the trial, on a scale of 1 (no problems) to 10 (severe discomfort) [3, 7]. This is based on studies by Fernandes [3] and Rebenitsch [7], who used this value in their analysis to derive conclusions about cybersickness related symptoms. We excluded 0 from our scale because of reports of accidental inputs from initial test runs. The experiment had to be a within-subject design due to the nature of discomfort. By testing all configurations, participants could rate their experiences relative to each other.

The results show that CamWarp received better discomfort ratings compared to the baseline in all cases. We recorded the following means for CamWarp for the 30, 60 and 90 FPS settings: 3.58 (SD = 1.99), 1.69 (SD = 0.69) and 1.61 (SD = 0.58). The baseline results read: 6.58 (SD = 2.27), 2.99 (SD = 1.98) and 2.58 (SD = 1.65). We found these mean levels of discomfort for head movement speeds of 40, 80, and 120 °/s: 3.02 (SD = 0.18), 3.13 (SD = 0.19) and 3.25 (SD = 0.21). For the analysis we ran a repeated measures ANOVA test at the 5% significance level for all variables. The results show a significant influence of the technique (F[1, 23] = 48.73, p < 0.001) and a significant influence of FPS (F[1, 23] = 136.34, p < 0.001) on subjective levels of discomfort each. This corresponds to participants reporting their discomfort lowest for 90 FPS and CamWarp enabled and highest for 30 FPS and CamWarp disabled. The significant interaction effect between technique and FPS on subjective levels of discomfort (F[1, 23] = 32.56, p < 0.001) supports this.

The head movement speed condition surprisingly did not have a significant effect on discomfort (F[1, 23] = 1.23, p = 0.279). However, we found a significant interaction effect between FPS and head movement speed (F[1, 23] = 9.59, p = 0.005). Users reported their highest levels of subjective discomfort during fast head movement speeds and 30 FPS. This indicates that head movement speed has a stronger influence on comfort if the FPS setting causes discomfort by itself, having essentially a super-additive effect.

The mean for 60 FPS with the technique enabled is lower than that of the baseline 90 FPS, which suggests that it is even possible to sacrifice FPS for an increase in camera resolution. That could potentially increase the comfort even further. This suggests that there is a point at which increasing FPS has a smaller impact on comfort than increasing camera resolution, and that these parameters need to be balanced carefully to optimize user experience. Studies in VR [3] that reported a significant effect of their technique on discomfort concluded that their technique reduces cybersickness effects. Since our study showed a similar effect, this subsequently implies that our approach likewise decreases cybersickness effects.
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